Single crystals of Na2Ba6Si46 were synthesized by partial thermal decomposition of Na 2 BaSi 4 under vacuum [1] . An open Nb crucible (AE = 12 mm, l = 15 mm) with 1 g of Na 2BaSi4 [2] was put in a glass reactor and evacuated to 10 2 mbar. The sample was only heated for several seconds with a gas flame (~900 K), till a rapid evaporation of Na was observed. The reaction product was put in small amounts and under careful safety arrangements (shield, long spatulum) in a water vessel, where the remaining precursor was hydrolyzed. The gas, which was formed, exploded on contact with air. The precipitate obtained consisted of Si and a small amount of Na 2Ba6Si46. After removing Si by density separation with CHBr 3, about 15 mg of Na2Ba6Si46 remained as gray powder with few small single crystals. In contrast, the complete decomposition of Na 2 BaSi 4 results in a microcrystalline product [3, 4] .
Discussion
Na 2Ba6Si46 belongs to the cP54 clathrate-I structure type. The Na atoms are located in Si 20 pentagonal dodecahedra and the Ba atoms in Si 24 tetrakaidecahedra. Formally, 2 Na atoms and 6 Ba atoms transfer up to 14 electrons to antibonding conduction bands of the Si 46 framework. In fact, it was reported that the compound is even superconducting at 4 K [5] . However, it was still questionable, if some of these excess electrons are localized by defects in the silicon framework. Such defects were well identified for Ge and Sn clathrates, e.g. Ba 8Ge43~3 [6] , Rb8Sn44~2 [7] and Cs 8 Sn 44~2 [8] . Comparisons between single crystal and powder data refinements for the germanides and stannides show that valence defects, which are often indicated by unusual thermal displacement parameters, can be hardly proved by X-ray powder methods. The single crystal refinement in this work confirms that all silicon positions are fully occupied. The Si atoms show spherical displacement parameters and there is no hint for a structural disorder in the silicon framework. 
